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catholics need to be invited, not coerced, to return to mass

Make a from-scratch Chicken Shawarma sandwich, classic Green Shakshuka Modernist Cuisine goes beyond recipes to explore the science, history, techniques, equipment and just about everything.

our top 15 cookbooks of the year cover everything from easy dinners to baking challenges
All Day Baby’s pastry chef, Thessa Diadem, one of Food & Wine’s best new chefs, some of its Indian dishes are classic renditions, and plenty of others tinker with tradition.

local makers fill the galleries gift shop with gifts for the holidays
The city continues to receive recognition for its food and beer scene that’s only

must-have asheville cookbooks for any home cook’s collection
Most cardiac arrests happen in the home. Would you know what to do? How tricky is CPR to learn? And what’s it like to use it?

’really physical’: how do you do cpr?
I might be biased, but when it comes to gift-giving, it’s pretty difficult to go wrong with food-related gifts Co., those recipes run the gamut from classic tipples to low ABV and NA cocktails.

50+ gifts for food lovers that support local makers & shops
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neocolonialism and the new cold war in southeast asia: a diasporic view on the philippine crisis

San Francisco based Flour + Water Hospitality Group is known for its top notch Italian restaurant, Flour + Water, and its dough production kitchen, Flour + Water Pasta Shop. Its newest endeavor is

find san francisco’s freshest pasta at penny roma, flour + water hospitality group newest mission
district hot spot

“I don’t have a script when I do my shows, and my TV producer once said if they put a pound of butter in front of me, they know I’ll start talking,” says Olson, known for Food Network

it’s time to rethink butter. here’s how to make the kitchen staple even more delicious
(The chocolate and pet food corporation has been collaborating Existing computational techniques used to measure soundscapes, also referred to as acoustic indices, are mostly designed for

fish sounds tell us about underwater reefs—but we need better tech to really listen
A one-day course teaches techniques for safe winter walking on summit of Helvellyn with a fell-top assessor. You’ll learn basic snow skills for safe winter-walking in the UK’s fells.

10 fun uk learning holidays that make perfect christmas presents
It was to get to fundamentals of movement So by having tall, short, classically trained, no classic training, great athlete, all of these various qualities would redefine and give a three